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AM APPROACH TO THE DESIGN OF THE UllBAH EDGE 

INTRODUCTION 

The seminar addresses the environmental performance of buildings generally, 
starting from the daylighting of the interiorl and working up to the assessment 
of the urban edge from a planning and geographical viewpoint2. This paper con
centrates on the 'urban/rural interface zone' in view of the large body of work 
directed at the better management of energy flows into and out of buildings 
generally3 and the work on the energy flows in relation to whole city blocks4. 

These physical factors, are of course indirectly linked to the architecture of 
the facades, for instance the proportion of openings and depths of reveals, the 
importance of wall surfaces and roof planes 'visible ' to the sun at the winter 

0 
solic tice, Fig 1. For the community, there are wide energy and psyc9._logical 
penalties ~n massive,or tall buildings.that tower over lower ones creating cold 
and windy shadows zones for most of the year.6 just like exposed urban edges. 

BACKGROUND 

Energy conscious design of the environment is an integrated approach, When 
properly developed 1t links the work of architects, engineers-, landscape 
planners, and land use planners. Moreover~ it forms a better basis for decision 
making than the historic styles of architecture, being more relevant to peoples' 
needs for shelter, comfort and psychological support generally. Whereas the 
machine aesthetic, which emphasises precision, polished surfaces and repetition 
of parts, when applied to the architecture of grid cities and particularly to 
'megastructures' tends to be energy resource negative if only because of it's 
high surface to volume ratio. Both machine ~r!?thetic and neo-historic styles 
have a poor fit with the subtle irregular'?'of the landscape because they 
presume an infinite, flat ground plane and consequence have a negative effect 
on energy conscious landscape planning. Table I. 

Since the topography, and existing as well as proposed shelter planting, the 
prospect, orientation and many other factors are common considerations in both 
energy conscious design of all kinds and ecologically conscious landscape 
planning there is a good case for integrating them in designing improvements to 
the urban edge. A too narrow, ill-considered or over hurried approach could put 
back the potential for well fitted evolutionary solutions and waste resources. 

One of the effects of the generally beneficial greenbelt legislation has been to 
freeze the romantic texture of typical inter-war and post war developments along 
the inner edge boundary line without any perceptible design response to the 
increased wind-chill, driving rain, or even the enhanced solar gain to be found 
on the southerly facing urban edges. 

This sharply drawn but apparently irregular edge does make some indirect 
reference to natural features that bounded the land sold for development~ like 
hedges or woodland edges, because it is reflected in the-.shape-0f private estates 
that were translated into housing 'estates'. 

The urban edge may also be likened to the specialised surface layers of a tree 
trunk receptive to a broad range of environmental stimulii or indeed the even 
more sensitive human epidermis. The health and comfort of the residents and 
users of buildings on the urban edge requires special consideration, due to 
winter discomfort arising from higher than average exposure expressed in higher 
fuel bills. 
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A In summer light screen of trees to south reduces excess gain 
deciduous plants cover conservatory : adaptable gain controls 

B In winter bare branches allow in solar gain above hedge. 
Evergreens in tubs moved in to create warm air pocket at foot of wall. 
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TABLE I ENERGY CONSCIOUS DESIGN - FLOW CHART FOR LAND DEVELOPMENT 

1. Determine land area essential for project in a compac~ form. 
Include 3 or more options 

2. Assess site as existing by full landscape survey: ecological, 
climatic, character, use, soils, fertility. 

3. Consider built-form in cross-section. Assess energy costs 
minus value of solar gains + enhanced external temperatures. 

4. Site buildings in response to environmental factors: 
Solar access Sight screening 
Shelter provision Flood protection 
Noise screening Pollution reduction 

Allow for peripheral land required to implement these measures 

S. Maximize advantages of siting in relation to topographic form. 

6. Make best use of existing shelter elements on site, or off 
site, by incorporation into new landscape planning. 

7. Consistent with energy saving policies, ensure best soil area 
is not built on or at least soil is preserved by rapid transfer 
to final position. 

8. Carry out planting of shelter 10-15 years before main 
contract to ensure benefits begin from time of occupation. 

9. Landscape design of shelter to suit si~e microclimatic factors. 

10. Provide continuous management to give indefinite shelter 
irrespective of possible changes in building use and of future 
redevelopment within sheltered 'cell'. 
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OBJECTIVES 

To achieve a more sensitive urban edge involves careful disposition of built 
form and tree masses and application of landscape-sensitive architecture in 
'edge-form' buildings. It has a rural component in the landscape planning of 
buffer-zones, proposed elsewhere7 1 to reduce the wind velocity and the strength 
of gusts that can cause much damage before they reach building surfaces. 1"o 
protect the presently undifferentiated urban edge the buffer zone would be 
designed specifically to suit the locality and would incorporate shelterbelts at 
suitable distances fro.~ the grour:.ds of t he ~dge pro_:p_~_r.~ies._!_ig _ _?__. 

The long term objective is maximise national energy savings of the built stock 
in the edge zone, in addition to those made by energy conscious design and the 
retrofitting process as economic targets. Also the advantage of an improved 
environment are reflected in property prices and the will to maintain and upgrade 
commercial and domestic premises. The benefits of microclimatic improvements are 
likely to be most tangible on the exposed edges of bleak industrial cities in 
transition. 

The present seems to be an excellent time to take steps to harness the general 
convergence of interest in the flexible handling of green belt lands 1 while 
preserving the principles8 of the government initiatives in encouraging farmers 
to diversify so as to reduce farm surpluses and thus subsidies, and the 
concurrent grants designed to encourage planting of woodlands to increase home 
timber production and redeploy agricultural labour. The present tree cover 
being only 9% in the UK compared with 22% for the EEC. 

LANDSCAPE PLANNING OPTIONS 

There are a number of options that are available to reduce wind velocity and 
thermal losses due to several factors, which are of course worsened by driving 
rain effects such as increased conductivity, more rapid decay of materials that 
make up the building fabric and dampness that makes homes unable to meet public 
health criteria~•101'Figs 3-7. 

There are also a number of constraints, however: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

Ecological factors of climate, soils fertility, pH and water levels 
should guide species choice for reasons of economy and harmony with 
the existing countryside and to ensure natural regeneration 1 which is 
free, is incorporated in designs. 

The time factor; the life span of buildings may be from say 10 to 100 
years, that of the main shelter belt tree species from 50 to around 
250 years while the well civilized city capable of evolutionary 
adjustment should be able to last thousands of years. Because tree 
growth is slower than that of buildings it is very desirable to carry 
out 'advanced planting' around the perimeter of sites to allow as many 
years of growth to be achieved by shelter planting as possible before 
buildings are occupied. Large sites can be sub-divided into 'cells'. 
They can incorporate groups of buildings in housing developments, 
training colleges, army barracks or science parks for example. Figs 
8-11 shows some developments where th~se principles have been applied. 

'I Traditional developers building processes. After land assembly, 
sewers are positioned and roads are laid out while house designs are 
being finalised. Any planting is generally cosmetic to embellish a 
few show houses at the very end of the project. Prospects are 
considered but solar gain, and shelter planting · to improve the 
microclimate around dwellings or a good fit with the land, is not. 
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FIG. '3 SHELTER TYPOLOGY 

A - Mixed species hedge 
B - Trees planted on bank 
C - partially open screen of pines 
D - Single line screen 
E - Triple line shelterbelt 
F - Broad mixed species belt 
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FIG.4 SHELTER APPLICATIONS 

Il Domestic hedges $•(1B m 

g Farm boundary hedges IJ<ID m 

SB Intermediate Sub-climax ilffim 

Climax Forest $IDm 
max. ht. 

Sheltered Zone Uses - Housing, Schools. Offices. 
Parks, Gardens. Play Area. Sitting Areas, etc. 

Exposed Zone Uses - Car Parks. Roadways, Storage, 
Industry, etc. 
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A. Cross section. Type of shelter related to the short distance from 
buildings protected and winter sun angle 

B. Plan of land uses related to she°Iter 



SGHEMATIG SECTION • height of buildings varied to maximize iruolati0tt etc 
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FIG. 5 TOPOGRAPHIC PARAMETERS OF ENERGY SAVING 

Choice of site, use of topography and selection of built form and the 
living shelter of ~rees. 
Gus ~avsberg Project~ Sweden. _Sc;mrce: Marko 1983 
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FIG.6 SECONDARY WIND PROTECTION ' 

A - 1.8 m wall shelters small urban garden growing sunflowers 
B Fence and ·shrubs provide sheltered sitting area 
C - Hedges give all round shelter. Forestry Commission 
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FIG. 7 BUILDINGS AND COURTS SHELTERED BY SCREEN WALLS 
A - Courtyards should not be too wide to avoid loss of ¥arm air aass. 
B - Sketch of internal view through archway 
C - External view over lake with arched opening in wall. 
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FIG.a CITY SPACES SHELTERED BY BUILT FORM 

A. Arcades in ancient Greek city of Miletus provided shelter for 
pedestrians, shops linked other buildings and defined spaces. 

B. Schematic sketch of late medieval Italian city with wind paths 
irregular and restricted. 

c. South facing courtyard in a health centre. Shelters building and 
reduces noise. Source Brick Bulletin Spring 1986. 
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TABLE II WATER DEMAND AND DAMAGE POTENTIAL BY KEY SPECIES 

Representative Degree of Summer Water Distance Maximum 
tree demand for recorded 
species 90% damage distance 

(m) (m) 

Poplar very high demand 20 30 

ash 13 30 
elm 18 40 
oak high demand 18 21 
willow 19 25 

acacia 11 13 
cherry 
cedar low 
cypress low 
chestnut, horse 15 23 
alder 
lime 11 20 
maple, sycamore Medium 12 20 
plane 10 15 

ailanthus 
beech ·- 11 15 
birch 8 10 
hawthorn Modest 9 12 
hornbeam 
sorbus 10 11 
walnut 

holly, low 
conifers Low low 
fruit trees 8 11 



Scale 1: 1000 

FIG. 9 BUILDINGS ARRANGED IN TIGHT GROUPING AROUND COURTS 

Screen walls, pierced by archways where required, link buildings 
together around northern arc. 
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FIG.10 MULTI-SCALE SHELTER. 
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LANDSCAPE MASTEAPLAN 

A scheme of 326 dwellings with macro-scale shel.ter around the 
site, meso-scale subdivision within it and at microscale scale 
clumps of trees to reduce wind ·speed through surface roughness 
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FIG.11 CELLULAR SHELTER PROTECTION 

Tree shelter belts applied to a residential school development 
on high ground, incorporatirtg existing trees to create a 
'cellular' layout.with multi-directional protection. 
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Developers applying perimeter planting will, I believe, find it financially 
rewarding in terms of better, more attractive and indeed more distinctive new 
community layouts reflected in the marketability of their dwellings. Because 
sites are random in size each project would be unique in form. Perimeter 
advance planting for verdure and higher outdoor comfort levels. Fuel savings 
would be an added bonus. 

d. A conflict between tree growth and built form occurs where trees are 
planted in an unplanned way too close to buildings and of the wrong 
species, ie too tall, so depriving people of sufficient daylight. It 
is essential to consider the balance between maximum solar gain, good 
daylighting, energy saving. and wind speed reduction. 

e. On shrinkable clay soils there is the further constraint of certain 
species removing large quantities of water from the soil under 
foundations if planted too close to walls, thus causing shrinkage and 
building damage. If they are cut down the soils swell causing further 
damage by uplift. See Table II. 

f. Costs savings over a 20 year period can be shown where careful 
cost-conscious landscape planning and landscape-architectural detail 
is applied. Fig 12 and Table III. Increases in property values, up 
to 20% due to planted shelter, visual screening and a more attractive 
environment are real but have not been incorporated in the cost 
analysis. 

THE FUTURE 

The development of the urban edge lnto a specialised zone,with different micro
climatic conditions from the body of the city, because of its' greater exposure 
will, no doubt, take many years to accomplish. It is more likely to succeed if 
it proceeds on an evolutionary basis with concepts transmitted by examplars 
rather than by laws or rules. It should in any case take a wide variety of 
forms to suit the environment and the'place.' 

It is possible that if energy conscious integrated design becomes widely adopted 
the city edge may, in time, develop a distinctive visual character signalling 
a city or towns' community consciousness, good design and an awareness of great 
value of having a unique character. A sense of place that does not allow the 
"could be anywhere" label to be applied to the city, or its buildings. 
Unfortunately the majority of towns in the western world do not generally have a 
good fit with either the climate or the landscape. 

This presents a challenge to society in genera112, city residents and in 
particular to the environmental professions, which should not be ignored. 
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FIG.12 COST BENEFITS 

Schematic plan and section of the cost reference terraced house. Note 
sheltered rear garden with parking in shade to the south, visible 
across access way. 



TABLE Ill MlCROCLIMATIC IMPROVEMENTS COST BENEFIT - ANALYSIS 

Cost/Benefits of Shelter over a ;;: SITE REDUCTION IN WIND SPEED EXPECTED 
20 year Period by Landscape Element 

H 
C:l 
:i: 3% 6% 9% 12 + % . V_e ry . 
t=:1 . . 

;:c '.:j Lightly Moderately Exposed Exposed 
Costs/6m Run (£) 

;:.. •tJ 
Exposed Exposed ZH 

Cl () 
t'l H 

Protective 
['] .• .. , 

Element 
0 

NET SAVINGS ON HEATING EST'D 
.. . 

-<; 

Capital Over 20 year Period (£) 
Cost Maintenance Total IH 

6 Row mixed 
shelter Belt & 140 360 500 5-15 0 310 660 960 
Hedge & Fence 

2 Row '·' 
Deciduous 60 30 90 4-8 410 760 1110 1410 
Shelter/Screen 

Hedge . (3.6m h) 20 400 420 2-4 80 330 140 980 

Hedge ( 1. Sm h) 20 300 320 2-4 180 530 880 1180 

Hedge (0.9m h) 20 200 220 1-3 270 620 980 1280 

Wall 3.6m 1500 340 1840 2-4 -1340* -990 -640 -340 
300t 

Wall 1.8m 900 200 1100 2-3 -600 -250 100 400 
200t 

Wall 0.9m 500 100 600 1-2 -100 250 600 900 
200t 

Timber Pale 360 140 500 3-6 0 350 700 1000 
Fence 1.8m h 

Chain Link 50 70 120 2-4 380 730 1180 1380 
1.8m h 

NOTE: * Substantial environmental values, not costed here, are likely to change sign of most negative values. No allowances 
for inflation, interest or land purchase. Planted shelter measured from year 10 as fully effective, over-valuing 
shelter belts to some degree. (1986 data.) 



ECONOMIC INCENTIVES 

The economic cutting edge of energy saving landscape planning must lie in the 
potential fuel savings and reduction of wind damage. These are at a maximum for 
exposed sites, on the northern arcs of the urban edges, and edges of urban 
derelict areas similarly exposed. Table III sets out some estimated savings over 
a 20 year period. By pre-planting the perimeter of sites for development at 
least five years ahead of their occupation , 'exposed' sites can be transformed 
into 'moderately exposed ones' and this can result in savings on running costs 
for heating and on capital plant too. Less days are lost in the building 
operation. Climatic surveys using portable AWS can verify the benefits. The 
upgrading of the microclimate and provision of trees on the skyline is able to 
improve the quality of urban life and thus can contribute to the competitiveness 
of towns and cities. This stems from environmental upgrading ie reduction in noise, 
nuisance and air pollution ; and the screening of unnatractive views with wind 
shelter since they are often broad open areas strewn with clutter or vast car 
parks. 

There are other benefits to be counted : 

Sheltered, well proportioned city centre spaces or town squares need no longer be 
draughty spaces to avoid, but places well warmed by the winter sun that can 
help to restore civilized values year round. People can once more converse, 
stroll and children play in some comfort. Where there is potential for outdoor 
events with shelter, sunshine and freedom from all pervading traffic it is another 
sign of civilization. 

Tourism is attracted by tree girt cities compared with those encirculed by dreary 
run-down industries. At the same time, urban edge shelter belts give a sense 
of definition. They relate man to nature through the seasons and to the 
characteristics of the climate and soil of the particular place thus furthering a 
valuable sense of identity. 

Linked shelter belts and existing woods, copses and parks can improve recreation, 
nature conservation and ecological continuity, while giving local employment and 
the opportunity for education and voluntary input in their maintenance. Many of 
these factors contribute indirectly to the wealth of a city through its' power 
as an economic magnet. Shelter through architectural form is to be expected. 
Shelter through landscape planning as an economic means of conserving scarce earth 
resources (fuels) and restoring a greater degree of confidence to city life is 
less familiar. However, it is simply a restoration of the 'walls' using belts of 
local trees instead to provide the same degree of shelter pre-industrial cities 
enjoyed. This would be a step forward from a negative way of thinking about urban 
boundaries to a more positive and more economically orientated concept. 

Jeremy Dodd 
April 1988 
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